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Abstract

In order to perform efficient geometrical simulation and virtual commissioning in stamping, three fields are investigated namely: simulation building time, collision detection time and optimization time. Hence, reducing time is the main theme of this paper. To reduce simulation building time and optimization time, an efficient stamping simulation model is built and tested. Collision detection time is examined by a relative motion method based on 3D to 2D geometrical collision detection. The presented results mean that simulation and virtual commissioning can be performed at least ten times faster compared to standard approaches.

1. Introduction

A press line is a set of presses in a linear formation. Press lines have been used in industry for a long time. Their main work is to stamp metal sheets to different components through successive operations. Since the stamping process is complex, geometrical simulations are used more and more on daily basis as a quality tool, aiming at cost minimization.

The purpose of using simulations in stamping is: high throughput, high quality (few collision risks), minimum operator expertise dependency and minimum wear of real stamping equipment. Geometrical simulation and virtual commissioning of press stations (press and sheet metal handling equipment) and press lines, have not been in the focus of the scientific community. Because of the complexity of the process, no single simulation software exists for handling all of the steps. Thus, different simulation software is used, often with compatibility problems as a consequence. This field is relatively new, and research and development are still to be made in order to fully benefit from simulation as a quality tool.

This paper concentrates on the fields of geometrical simulation and virtual commissioning [1], covering Die Design to Ramp up. Virtual commissioning in this paper is referred to pre-programming also referred to offline programming of press lines. The aim of this paper is to propose solutions to the following question: How is efficient geometrical simulation and virtual commissioning performed in stamping? In order to address this problem, three fields are investigated namely: A. Simulation building time, B. Collision detection time and C. Optimization time. These fields are described in detail below.

Building a detailed model of a Press Line is a time consuming task. The model of the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) or control system that controls the Press Line is complex. Svensson et al. have stated in [2] that the PLC can consist of more than 100 000 lines of PLC code, 2000 input/outputs where 100 could be adjustable. Obtaining correct geometry and correct motion of the line (Press, Die, Robot, Gripper, and Line equipment) have also complexities. Technologies such as Laser scanning [3-5] and Laser tracking [6] help in virtual construction of virtual press shops [7]. Due to complexity, acquiring correct virtual control system and geometry affect the time frame of designing and verifying a virtual model. A period of several months up to a year, dependent of the available resources, is not unusual.

Collision detection time is the second field of study in this paper. Collision detection is performed between dies, press, sheet metal parts and grippers. It aims at avoiding real collisions in introduction of a new product in the line, also referred as line tryout. Collision detection aims furthermore in avoiding collisions during ramp up until the decided cycle time is achieved. Collision avoidance is a must in a press station, where collisions between components online could lead to destruction of equipment, grippers, dies and human injuries. A collision also leads to production delays, since unplanned operations such as gripper, die or robot repair must be performed.

Total Optimization time which is the third proposed critical factor, refers to the total computation time for an optimization, simulating and optimizing input parameters e.g. path creation/modification or synchronization of robots and press. The computation time is dependent on three major parts namely chosen optimization algorithm, objective function and simulation time. Reducing time in A-C is the main theme of this paper. As a solution to time reduction, a collision detection method bases on 3D to 2D reduction and an
enhanced simulation method are presented and utilized on a press station. Both these methods aim at addressing the question discussed above and decreasing building time, collision detection time and optimization time.

2. Background

An evolutionary path-planning approach is used by Liao et al. in [8] for robot-assisted handling of sheet metal parts. Extracting robots path in a press station for sheet metal bending is studied. The proposed approach globally searches the motion path space to identify collision free paths. The focus on the paper is on the evolutionary algorithm. The question of how the simplified 2D station can represent 3D and time/resource consumptions in calculations is yet to be answered.

Virtual construction of a press shop, collision detection and material flow analysis are explored in [7]. A modelling standard for constructions is established and applied. The achievement of achieving great saving in time and cost is not further examined though.

Virtual commissioning is a step further compared to the above examples. Its intention is to test manufacturing systems and associated control programs through simulation, before the real systems are realized [1].

A virtual commissioning scenario for stamping is investigated by García-Sedano et al. in [9]. Commercial software is used together with a generic algorithm. The aim is to use the generic algorithm to optimize industrial robots trajectory and minimizing cycle time in a stamping line. The line is simplified though to a press station consisting of two robots and a press.

A press line simulation model is designed by Svensson et al. in [2] including PLC and geometry with collision detection possibility. The system runs on a time synchronized environment [10]. The line is restricted to a station, only due to its complexity with focus on different optimization methods. The optimization tool consists of several optimization methods among others Nelder-Mead [11] and Direct [12]. The focus is on PLC parameters. Input parameters include robot paths, path related zones and start signals. Output parameters include production rate, collisions, velocity, velocity set points, accelerations and jerks. Path optimizations are possible with modifications of the existing model. The core of the simulation architecture is called synchronized distributed simulation protocol (SDSP) [13]. This architecture is designed to handle time and synchronization problems as well as distributed simulations. The collision check evaluates collisions according to Collision Inspection Method (CIM), proposed by Nia et al. in [14]. CIM is a method for simplification of complex 3D geometry to 2D.

The simulation model uses real PLCs including all electrical signals, signal paths and hardwire logics in the manufacturing plant. A great advantage of using real PLCs to execute the real control code is the opportunity to directly transfer the tuned control parameters to the manufacturing plant [2]. Although this model would replicate the real model well, the model execution is time and computer resource consuming. As an example running the simulation on a medium sized server had a response evaluation time of 139.7s before and 8.5s after the geometry simplification suggested in [15]. Although decreasing the time by a factor of 16 is considerable, 8.5s per simulation evaluation is still high due to the need of thousands of evaluations in the optimization. It is also important to mention that 8.5s is the computation time for one station. Several stations in a press line would increase the computation time considerably. Evaluations showed that the collision calculation time based on CIM was 2.2% of 8.5s. Hence, there is still improvement potential in building an efficient model. By removing unnecessary signals and control code (e.g. oil pressure and line security), the model should result in shorter calculation time.

According to design methodology the goal of a project is to use the outcome in an industrial environment, Budynas et al. [16]. The outcome of this paper is aimed for an industrial environment; thus the simulation must have an acceptable response time. There are several alternatives to achieve this goal. One would be to use a cluster server environment with enough power to fulfil the requirements for the simulation. The other would be finding alternative calculation methods, which permits running the simulation on simpler computers. Method two is chosen due to its improvement potential, discussed earlier.

3. Tandem Press Station

The tandem press station studied in this paper consists of a mechanical press with fixed displacement-time curves, associated die and robots.

The material handling is performed by two 2D robots and intermediate stations. The robots are responsible for transport of the sheets metal part by grippers in the Y direction, see Figure 1.

Robots follow a programmed path in the YZ plane. The robot feeding the press is called feeder and the robot extracting sheets from the press is called extractor. Press position is measured in Z and feeder and extractor positions are measured in YZ.

Intermediate stages work as sheet rest. The motion for each component in the station is a function of an angular position referred to as cam value. Thus, for a specific cam value, a specific position of the component in space exists.
The cam value measurement technique is a heritage of the mechanical presses where the position of the press ram is a function of angular position of the crank. This technique is used for synchronization of the equipments in the line. Modern equipments such as robots and hydraulic presses lack real cam values. However, the technique is often used for synchronization purposes, but with virtual cam values instead. A full cycle describes the motion of the components from start to end and back to starting position measured from 0 to 360 degrees.

Several stations combined form a linear formation called Tandem Press Line. In a press line a set of four to six presses is normal. An extractor in a station works also as a feeder in the next station. This fact increases the complexity of tuning the line dramatically. Figure 2 describes the combination of three stations and their signal transmission. Each machine starts the next by a start signal at a programmed cam value. Robot R1 starts press P1. Press P1 starts robot R2 which starts both press P2 and robot R1. Robot R2, which is an extractor, is also working as a feeder for the press P2 in the next station.

Tuning of start signals plays a major role in synchronization between the components. Since the components in the station are not mechanically combined, cam values are the sharing variables used for synchronization. Besides the starting signals between the components in the station, several other parameters affect the motion of the components and their relationship. The movement of feeder, press and extractor could be divided into three major parameter groups namely motion, path and signal, see Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motion feeder</th>
<th>Motion press</th>
<th>Motion extractor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Np Position variables</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Np Position variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start feeder</td>
<td>Start press</td>
<td>Start extractor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Motion stands for parameters: velocity, acceleration, deceleration and jerk, all affecting the motion of the components in the line. In this case study, due to the real press mechanical attribute, the motion press curve is fixed, meaning that motion parameters are fixed for different cam values. Feeder and extractor motions are dependent of the velocity set points. The feeder and extractor have several positions along their path, namely: Fetch, Leave and Position 1+Np where Np is the number of positions between fetch and Leave. Fetch is the position where the sheet metal part is grasped in the press before. Leave is the position where the sheet metal part is left in the press after. The start signals and velocity set points are critical concerning performance and are today tuned by operators. The goal is to determine these start values by optimization instead [2].

4. Motion

In this section the relationships between the motions and signals in Table 1, are explained for the components in the station.

4.1. Press Motion

Press motion is dependent on a press motion curve and a press start time signal \( t_{P, \text{Start}} \) (the time instance when the press starts a press strike). \( t_{P, \text{Start}} \) is dependent on the feeder see Figure 2. Press motion is measured in height (mm) / degrees. In the studied station the press is a mechanical press with a fixed press motion curve. The motion curves of mechanical presses (crank, linkage knuckle-joint) are fixed compared to force controlled presses [17]. A cycle in a press starts at the top position normally 0 degrees down to the lowest position at 180 degrees and up to 360 degrees. The Combination of press motion and press start signal \( t_{P, \text{Start}} \), results in a function \( f_{\text{Press Motion}}(t, t_{P, \text{Start}}) \), which generates the height of the slider.

4.2. Feeder/Extractor Motion

The function \( f_{\text{Feeder Motion}}(t) \) returns the position of the tool centre point (TCP) of a robot along the path in relation to time, and is exemplified in Figure 3.
**Function is divided as follows:**

The starting signals in the station affect the motion of the feeder Robot. To emphasize this, the time of the intervals motion curve of the extractor resembles feeders curve robots and the press. If waiting time is deceleration and jerks. The goal in an optimization of the ware of equipment due to unnecessary accelerations, station results in loss of production and could also mean dependent on the tuning of the station. A non-optimized station is to decrease the cycle time and ware for the start signal of robot

\[ f = c_1g_1 + c_2g_2 + c_3g_3 + \cdots \]  

as an objective function \( f \) in an optimization based on simulations. \( g_1, g_2, g_3 \ldots \) are actual production performance values e.g. production rate, energy consumption, smooth motion, etc. \( c_1, c_2, c_3 \ldots \) are weight values to achieve a good compromise between the desired production performances \( g_j \).

A series of Direct [12] optimization with 100 iterations, each including 10 unknown parameters was performed for \( g_1 - g_3 \) based on the model described in section 7. \( c_1 - c_3 \) are set as constant values, \( g_1 \) equals production rate, \( g_2 \) and \( g_3 \) are production performances for robot \( R_i \) with and without sheet metal part according to:

\[ g_{2,3} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} |e_k| \]  

where \( e_k \) represents different criterion terms described in Table 2.

| Criterion(\( \epsilon \)) | Cycle Time(s) | Mean(|Acc|) m/s | Mean(|J|) m/s | \( \bar{c}_2 \) | \( \bar{c}_2 \) | Nr. of Evaluations |
|--------------------------|---------------|---------------|---------------|---------|---------|-------------------|
| acc \(_i\)               | 4.35          | 4.7           | 31.6          | 0.31    | 1.02    | 1996              |
| acc \(_i^i\)             | 4.67          | 3.8           | 28.4          | 0.1     | 1.34    | 5194              |
| J\(_i\)                  | 4.40          | 4.5           | 28.9          | 0.32    | 1.08    | 5076              |
| J\(_i^i\)                | 4.62          | 5.2           | 36.6          | 0.86    | 1.29    | 8264              |
| acc \(_i^i\) + J\(_i^i\) | 4.31          | 4.9           | 34.6          | 0.42    | 0.99    | 9750              |

The same set of reference parameters where used at optimization start. Highest cycle time and \( \delta t_j \) was produced by using \( e_k = acc \(_i^i\) \) which also produced low acceleration values. Table 2 shows also that the more complex the objective functions are, higher evaluations.
are needed for the Direct algorithm to converge. $\delta t_2$ was neglectable for all cases due to the robot was fed continuously.

Equation (5) and (6) are industry dependent and must e.g. be balanced based on expected production rate and maintenance level. High values for accelerations and jerks might be permitted dependent of quality of equipment, maintenance plan and equipment expected life time.

6. Relative Motion

Since several objects are in motion in a press station, relative motion curves can be used to visualize objects activity and collision risks. This knowledge is usable in die design process, where known limitations of a press are essential to avoid collisions. In a tandem press line a known motion relationship is required in order to benefit from relative motion function.

6.1. Collision Curves

Before relative motion curves are discussed in more detail, an understanding of collision checks in a press station is required. An effective method for collision check in a press station is the collision inspection method (CIM), proposed by K. Nia et al. in [15]. CIM is a method based on the following approach: Pre-calculating all collision points in an environment of interest, and using the simplified result in an optimization simulation, is less resource consuming than collision checking the original objects for all optimization iterations.

Figure 5 illustrates the creation of the curve CU. The chosen sampling TCP, which has the same local axis system as the sheet metal part, is located at (0,0) when the part is placed in the die. The sampled TCP is used to create the curve CU. The CU position and form is dependent on the height and shape of the gripper and the upper die. In Figure 5 the sheet metal part, the gripper and its local axis system (the sampling TCP) are shown at the first created point of curve CU. This means that the gripper, the sheet metal part and sampled TCP had to be lowered due to gripper height from $z=0$ in order to detect the first collision at the top-right of the gripper.

In a simulation case, the robot TCP of Figure 4 is tested for collision against CL and CU according to (7) where CL is fixed while CU follows the press motion curve.

The equations that determine when collision occurs according to CIM are:

$$\begin{align*}
z_p + z_{CU}(y_R) &\leq z_R(y_R) \\
\min(y_{CU}) &\leq y_R \leq \max(y_{CU}) \\
OR \\
z_{CL}(y_R) &\geq z_p(y_R) \\
\min(y_{CL}) &\leq y_R \leq \max(y_{CL}) \\
z_p &= \text{Press z values} z_p(t) \\
y_{CL}, z_{CL} &= \text{Collision Lower y,z values} \\
y_{CU}, z_{CU} &= \text{Collision Upper y,z values}
\end{align*}$$

(7)
\[ y_R, z_R = \text{Robot } y, z \text{ TCP values } y_R(t), z_R(t) \]

The first part of the equation describes that \( z_{CU} \) follows the press motion \( z_p \), while the robot TCP must be below CU to avoid collisions. The second part explains that the robot TCP must be above CL to avoid collisions. Collision curves for different components in the line can be used at the same time in a simulation.

### 6.2. Relative motion curves

To graphically illustrate a possible collision scenario, the motion curve of a real industrial press station including a feeder robot is shown below.

**Figure 6** Motion path of press, robot and collision curve CU

Figure 6 illustrates the path for the press and the robot. The lowest point of the press is positioned at \((0,0)\), meaning that the upper die TCP of Figure 4 follows the press path and reaches its lowest position at \( z=0 \). The upper die, which is attached to the ram of the press, follows the path according to its motion curve \( z_p(t) \), illustrated in Figure 7.

**Figure 7** Motion curves of press P and robot R

Robot TCP values \( y_R \) and \( z_R \) follow the robot path in Figure 6 according to robot motion curves of Figure 7. The sheet metal parts local axis (Sampling TCP) is located at \((0,0)\) when it is delivered by the robot to the press. Hence the robot TCP path is positioned so that its delivery point is located in \((0,0)\) as illustrated in Figure 7. The CU in Figure 7 is located at its lowest position, meaning the ram of press is at its lowest position, see also Figure 5.

The combination of the collision detection in (7) paths in Figure 6 and the motion curves in Figure 7 could be visualized in a single curve, here referred to as the relative motion curve. The difference between the \( z \) values of the press and the robot \( z_p - z_R \) is shown in Figure 8 for different \( y \) values of the robot. Plot (a) describes lowering of the press while the robot exits the press. The elevation of the press and entrance of the robot in the press is shown in plot (b).

**Figure 8** Relative motion curve for a press, robot and collision curve CU

As seen in Figure 8, some parts of the dashed relative motion curve are negative. According to (7) the condition \( z_p + z_{CU}(y_R) - z_R(y_R) \leq 0 \) represents collisions. Hence, the dashed relative motion curve in Figure 8 easily illustrates the collision scenario between the press and the robot.

There are three possibilities to minimize the collision risk: (i) a change of the die/gripper geometry, (ii) path adjustment and (iii) a modification of the synchronization parameters and the velocity of the robot. These changes could be done either separately or combined as described below.

A change of the die/gripper geometry which in turn affects collision curves can be done in several stages of the die design. At the latest stages line tryout and ramp up, the dies are both software and hardware designed and ready for production. An unplanned change of the hardware is costly and inefficient. Thus, early efficient
die geometry is desirable. Relative motion curves could be used early in the die design process to visualize collision risk areas for the die engineer.

A path adjustment and a modification of synchronization parameters, requires efficient simulation models in order to detect risks early in the die design process. An efficient solution is presented in the next section.

A modification of synchronization parameters and slowing down the velocity of the robot would allow the press to elevate and therefore lowering the risk of collision on the entrance of the robot in the press. A combined use of i-iii would allow a die designer to calculate cycle time of the line and visualize the impact, different die solutions could have on the cycle time.

By introducing the collision curves in the system, the third solution opens the possibility of dynamic robot velocity control. In the studied station, the robots are not aware of the position of each other or the press/die. Their control is signal dependent as described in Section 3. Hence, by making the robots aware of the position of each other and the press/die by using collision curves, the possibility of controlling the station or a line by dynamically adjusting velocities arises. This is an interesting alternative to the current less flexible signal based control strategy. Such a solution should result in smooth machine run with less machine ware and online momentary adjustments and tuning.

7. Simulation Method

The original simulation model, which is described in detail in Section 2-3, consists of emulated control systems, emulated user interface, logic functions etc. Overall, several different programs are needed in order to run the simulation. In the new proposed model the PLC and Press Line Logic and emulators are replaced by a compiled Matlab [18] program. The solution is generic and could be adapted to any 2D transporter system.

The solution consists of three main functions: control, robot and press and their sub functions. The robot function is used both as feeder and extractor. The motion planner function is based on real robot motion control and is verified. Logic, such as sheet metal part movement, gripper pneumatic and start signals of the components in the station, is encapsulated in the control function. At a set time step, in this case a sampling of every 5ms of virtual time, a call is sent from the control function to the feeder, the press and the extractor. The motion planner in the feeder, the extractor and the press returns the position, time and cam values of each machine.

A warm up cycle is performed before a measuring cycle, ensuring the line is filled with sheet metal parts before the measuring cycle is performed. The collision detection is performed by a collision function based on CIM section 6.1 and is visualized according to the relative motion curve in Section 6.2. Totally five collision curves are used to detect clashes. The collision curves are: sheet metal part in/out vs. lower/upper die, which result in four different collision curves, and finally sheet metal part in vs. sheet metal part out. The collision curve in Figure 4 represent sheet metal part in. Figure 8 represents sheet metal part in-upper. The collision detection is zone-based meaning; no collision calculation is performed until TCP is between minimum and maximum y values of the collision curves. This leads to even higher calculation time efficiency.

The lower collision curves CL are stationary while the upper collision curves CU are following the press motion curve. The collision curves In are checked against the TCP of the feeder robot, while the collision curves Out are checked against the TCP of the extractor robot. The resulting sheet metal collision curve In/Out follows TCP of the extractor robot and is checked against the TCP of the feeder robot.

A Matlab stand alone simulation showed a simulation time of 0.7s including collision detection. This fact indicates that the 8.45s which was the result from K. Nia et al. [15] is now further improved more than 10 times. Compared to the original simulation time, which was 139.7s, the enhancement is 200 times. The Matlab simulation model works directly with an optimization tool. The results from the simulation model are analyzed by the optimizer and new parameters are fed back to the simulation model iteratively until optimum is reached. A combined DIRECT/Nelder-Mead optimization comparable with Svensson et al. [19] was performed with evaluation numbers of 800, 1200 and 1400. The average calculation time was improved 10 times, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3 Calculation time compression between reference and new method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Number</th>
<th>Reference (Calculation time)</th>
<th>New Simulation Method (Calc. time)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>8h</td>
<td>0.8h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>11h</td>
<td>1.1h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>13h</td>
<td>1.3h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. Conclusions

Simulation building time, collision detection time and optimization time are investigated in this paper for the purpose of press station simulation. The suggested simulation method of this paper speeds up virtual construction time, collision detection time and optimization time, leading to high throughput, high quality (few collision risks), minimum operator expertise dependency and minimum wear of real stamping equipment. Hence, these methods reduce the total engineering project time by predicting collisions e.g.
avoiding unplanned milling of dies and predicting cycle
time before arrival of the dies to the press stations.

The methods forces press-shops to a standardized
methods e.g. gripper building and forces die designers to
consider cycle time impact due to die design. It is the
authors belief that the proposed simulation model is easy
to modify to fit other similar press stations. Therefore
due to modification and the modularization capability of
the simulation method, building a complete press line is
one of the future projects of the authors.

The relative motion method with its ability to
visualize motion and collisions of objects is a useful
technique to envision complex motions in a single curve.
With it, collisions are predicted in master axis systems,
due to known relative motion and visualized for systems
without a master axis.

The simulation time improvement in this case study is
considerable. The time reduction and the minimization
of programs needed for a simulation, opens the
possibility of desktop simulation solutions for real line
operative personnel.

The possibility of using collision curves as a way of
controlling a tandem stations is raised. Robots could be
made aware of their positions and the position of
press/die, by using collision curves. Velocity is then
directly controlled instead of a signal based system,
leading to harmonic motion with less machine ware and
online tuning.
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